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Abstract 
severe mechanical loading brittle material like concrete can be described 

favourably using damage models. J. Mazars (1984), S. Ramtani (1990) 
C. Laborderie (1991) propose such models established within the framework of 
thennodynamics. Internal state variables are used to describe cracking or micro 
cracking process. The number of internal state variables depends on the level of 
sophistication. Crack closure effect, inelastic strains and induced anisotropic 
damage can be introduced in the constitutive equations. order to solve a 
more efficient way dynamic engineering problems involving complex two or three 
dimensional structures, damage model with explicit fonnulation are recommended. 
Computation time can be therefore reduced drastically. 

Here we present two explicit damage models. The first one uses two scalar 
variables and takes into account pennanent strains. This model is introduced a 
finite element program and gives interesting results. The second damage model 
uses a scalar damage variable for micro cracking effects and a second order tensor 
variable to model anisotropic tensile damage. Inelastic strains are also introduced. 

respective principal axes inelastic strains and tensile damage variables can 
be represented with an ellipsoid shape. This model is still under development. 
Thennodynamic aspects are presented and the first evolution laws damage 
variable are discussed and the model response is presented with fixed axes. 
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rnlnAt""Jlh11l1h.r of buried or half buried reinforced concrete 
shock loading, 

ril<111'n<11c1ra. models 

rate effects, and c:v-.."1"! ..... .0ftl~Y'llO 

1-n"llnrl.t::t.nl in the constitutive ral~•NA1!'">C" 

paper gives some considerations about ..... AILJll'-'J.11.

effects. 

av-.-...hd"'d" model is a two scalars damage model devoted to concrete 
model can presented as an extension 

(1984). Two damage variables are 
the response of 
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of damage model 

........,..., ............ llJ'".ll'-' .... of proportional loading, the new can 
rr"Jll'"n.P,.Jl"u·v of thermodynamics. Table I shows selected state 

their associated variables. 
Table 1. State variables and associated variables (two scalars 
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anisotropic tensile ..-.ULJ!"""~-- "''J!fl"=»hiP 

The stress strain r.c>l"'.l>h,.,.n 
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v0 is the elastic Poisson ratio. 

is the apparent Poisson ratio at the maximum compressive 

is the compressive damage value at stress. 

is equal to apparent Poisson a "'"111 c"t~1n1" 

than v0 apparent Poisson 
....,. ..... .....,, ..... ......_ compressive 
vpcan be set equal to concrete_. .................... ..._.. 

volume change under meanly compressive 

biaxial plane stress loading, 
constant focus coordinates: 

=Erco +a 

is a positive equal 
dimensional plane stress compressive 

is the principal stress ..,..., ... " .. flJ'"' .... ,,.,,,"",., 

g = A.0 Trace ) ! + 

~volultUJm laws damage 
l Compressive damage variables: 
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3.4.2 damage '(T"Jlf'"1'Jlh,1a.C1· 

,.., ... ...., • .Jl'V.l..L law of the second order tensor D is obtained using the general rol<'.!INn.:n· 

=t 

updated or new tensile damage tensor and D0 

=t 

~D represents tensile damage tensor increment. 
=t 

expression of the 9\ function is not yet established when the principal load 
axes rotate. This function verify the two following conditions: 

- The new principal values of the updated tensile damage 
v.u.v· .......... be greater or to the previous one. 
- These less or 

takes simple 

llJn .... ,.,..,",#)1 1 values of ~D are obtained using a modified J. Mazars law: 
=t 

= ti ) n - ti ) n ) ti ) O 

)n ~ ti)o 

is to principal effective stress components 
v ........ ,.,.., .. 11-', ...... closure stress components. ~ is given by: 

1-
1 

is positive part 

is the negative part 

(1- t) + At a~ exp 
~+ - ) I crti - crm + Eo -

n .......... '"'
1 "·<'.!1 1 effective stress component. 

principal closure stress component. 

compressive stress damage threshold. 
are the Mazars coefficients. 

amsot1ron1c and unilateral ....,,,..,. .................... damage model 

to 

ra>C'llv-'\nici.o for a compressive tensile test plane stress 
- E 1 relation is The closure stress is set 

- £ 2 relation is given. 
3 shows the a1 - Ev curve for the same ... " ..... ~ ... :,....,. 
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volume is nP4~11•uP before the stress lS 

becomes positive peak. 
curve corresponds an apparent Poisson 

4 gives the evolution of damage '''Jl1"11".llt'\l'°'c 

dashed to De. 
Continuous line refers to transverse tensile damage 

to zero at 

at 

Small dashed line is relative to damage ... UJ'-'""'"' .. ..., 

During the compressive phase De increases <la, 
.ILJ UJl n.u:;; .. unloading damage variables r<Pttv:un 

when the stress positive. 
5 shows the tensile or c01no1~es~ave 

conditions. Dashed gives the · 
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~ ... rn.11"'11- r!ll'll~nl'll.rro models has been developed to model behaviour of brittle 
concrete and rocks. 

is a two scalars damage model that describes closure 
The compressive damage variable is obtained from the 

metast1c closure strain defines strain state between 
""'"'-'--U_.__,_._...,.._,...,._'"'_.__._ is related to compressive damage variable 

Finally tensile damage variable can obtained 
process. 

C!O.f'•n..nrl anisotropic unilateral model is itself an extension of the ...,. ... 0 -• 111.n••"' 

model, a second order tensor is used to described anisotropic 
Inelastic anisotropic strains are also introduced 

Under meanly compressive loads volume change 
............. U.'-"'f"•""' effects can be controlled accurately. general damage model, 

'Ul-'V ..,. V'-VV-"-'-'-'""-"--'-a-.. will be when the .rl1-HN.f''1I H- -n.1r"r>.lh>llom 

.f'r>.11nrn.'::l<f'h.-i1n effects 

Phenomenes unilateraux 
application a I' analyse 
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